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The Iliad (Gr: Ilias) is an epic poem by the ancient Greek poet Homer, which recounts some of the significant events of
the final weeks of the Trojan War and the Greek siege of the city of Troy (which was also known as Ilion, Ilios or Ilium
in ancient times).Take an in-depth look at Homers epic Greek poem in The Iliad of Homer and realize why this literary
masterpiece is held in such high regard. Alongside - 4 min - Uploaded by UA HumanitiesHSP Fall 2016 Class
Promotional Presented by: Professor Bella Vivante We initiate a year of Homer is the name ascribed by the ancient
Greeks to the legendary author of the Iliad and the Odyssey, two epic poems which are the central works of
ancientHomer. Homeri Opera in five volumes. Oxford, Oxford University Press. 1920. The Annenberg CPB/Project
provided support for entering this text. view as XML - 4 min - Uploaded by The Rugged PyrrhusSummary and analysis
of Book 1 of Homers Iliad, with a focus on the theme of pride. My blog Buy The Iliad of Homer by Homer, Richard P
Martin, Richard Lattimore (ISBN: 8601417981696) from Amazons Book Store. Everyday low prices and free Free
kindle book and epub digitized and proofread by Project Gutenberg.The claim that Homer wrote the Iliad and Odyssey
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is traced to Herodotus. Homer is dated to about 850 B.C. because one Homeridae living in the 5th centuryHome >
SparkNotes > Literature Study Guides > Iliad. The Iliad. Homer. Table of Contents. Plot Overview Buy the print The
Iliad SparkNote on The Iliad (?????) is an ancient Greek epic poem, traditionally attributed to Homer.
English-language translations of ????? include:. - 44 min - Uploaded by Eric MastersHomer: The Iliad. Info. Shopping.
Tap to unmute. If playback doesnt begin shortly , try A summary of Book 1 in Homers The Iliad. Learn exactly what
happened in this chapter, scene, or section of The Iliad and what it means. Perfect for acing - 44 min - Uploaded by Eric
MastersIn the Western classical tradition, Homer is the author of the Iliad and the Odyssey, and is
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